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A versatile and efficient multi-block method is presented for the simulation of both steady and unsteady flow, as well as aerodynamic design optimization of complete aircraft configurations.
The compressible Euler and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are discretized using a high resolution scheme on bodyfitted structured
meshes. An efficient multigrid implicit scheme is implemented for time-accurate flow calculations. Optimum aerodynamic shape design is achieved at very low cost using an adjoint formulation.
The method is implemented on parallel computing systems using the MPI message passing interface standard to ensure portability.
The results demonstrate that, by combining highly efficient algorithms with parallel computing, it is possible to perform detailed steady and unsteady analysis as well as automatic design for complex configurations using the present generation of parallel computers. INTRODUCTION Three alternative approaches are available for the discretization of complex configurations:
(1) Cartesian meshes, (2) unstructured tetrahedral meshes, and
(3) body-fitted meshes. These basic techniques can be also combined into a variety of hybrid mesh strategies. Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages. In this work we use body-fitted hexahedral meshes. These are particularly well suited for the treatment of viscous flow because they readily allow the mesh to be refined in the region near the body and in the direction normal to the surface. However, in order to use body-fitted meshes for very complex configurations it generally proves necessary to use a multi-block procedure 6,7, whereby multiple structured meshes are pieced together to form the entire flow-field domain.
From our perspective, the major advantage of a multi-block approach is that it allows a straightforward extension to complex geometries of a family of well validated computer codes originally written for single-block meshes.
With currently available computers the turnaround for numerical simulations is becoming so rapid that it is feasible to examine an extremely large number of variations. However, it is not at all likely that interactive analysis and a design approach involving significant user intervention will lead to truly optimum designs.
To examine a larger design space and realize substantial improvements in aerodynamic efficiency of new designs, CFD simulations need to be combined with automatic search and optimization procedures. Thus, con-currentlywith the development of improved analysis methods, wehavemade considerable effortstowardthe development of automatic design methodologies.Theproblems of dragminimization andinverse design canbothbesystematically treatedwithinthemathematical theoryforthecontrol ofsystems governed by partialdifferential equations s. The control theoryapproach to optimalaerodynamic design, whereby the boundary shapebecomes the control, andthe gradient of the costfunctionwith respect to shape changes is obtained by solvingthe adjointproblem for the givensetof governing equations,wasfirst applied totransonic flowbyJameson 9,1°. Theadjoint approach hasbeenrecently implemented in theinviscidversion of themulti-block flow solver 11,12,13, thusallowing' forthe optimization of complete configurations. Themathematical models governing compressible flowarediscussed in the nextsection. Section 3 presents the numerical algorithms forflowsimulation. Section 5 presents the resultsof somenumerical calculations for steadyand timeresolved flowsoncomplex configurations. Section 5.3discusses automatic design procedures whichcanbeused toproduce optimum aerodynamic designs, andpresents theresults fortheaerodynamic optimization ofa typical transonic business jet configuration anda supersonic transport configuration. 
When using a discretization on a body-conforming structured mesh, it is useful to consider a transformation to computational coordinates (_1,_2,_3) defined by the metrics La,'_J' J=det(K)' ,_ La_J"
The Navier-Stokes equations can then be rewritten in computational space as 
which represents the fact that the sum of the face areas over a closed volume is zero, as can be readily verified by a direct examination of the metric terms.
When the mesh is non stationary, the calculation of the flux must take into account the motion of the mesh. For a moving mesh, the conservation equations areobtained by computing the convective flux based on the fluid velocityrelativeto themoving mesh. If themeshdeforms, the timevariation ofthecontrol volumes mustalsobeaccounted for. Manycriticalphenomena of fluid flow,suchasshockwaves andturbulence, arehighlynonlinear andexhibitextreme disparities ofscales. Whilethe actual thickness ofashock wave isoftheorder ofthemeanfreepathofthegas particles, on a macroscopic scale its thickness is virtuallyzero.In turbulent flows,energy'is transferred fromlargescalemotions to progressively smaller eddies until the scale becomes sosmallthat the motionis dissipated by viscosity.Theratioof thelengthscale of theglobal flowto that of thesmallest persisting eddies is oforderRe¼, where Reis theReynolds number (typically in the rangeof 30millionfor a transport aircraft).In orderto resolve such scales in allthreespatial directions, a computational gridwithorderRe_cells wouldbe required.This is beyondthe rangeof anycurrentor foreseeable computer.
Accurate modeling of multi-scale phenomena haspresented the CFDresearch community with a challenge that hasyetto be fully resolved. With regards to shockwaves, the development of newhighresolution schemes has resulted in veryaccurate models for shockcapturing.Tosimulate turbulent flows, simplified models mustbeconstructed. In thelimit of infiniteReynolds number, the contributions dueto viscosity andheatconduction vanish.Thus equation(5)maybereduced undersuchassumptions to the Eulerequations. Thisinviscidmodel maybesuitable fordescribing theflowonmostaircraftat cruiseconditions. However, viscous effects mustbe ultimatelybetakeninto account since shockwaves andboundary layers ofteninteract with a dramatic effect onthe flowfield.
Whenviscous effectsandturbulence playa salient role,a common approachis to time average the Navier-Stokes equations.This produces the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)system whichgoverns the dynamics of the meanflow. Theuseof the RANSequations bringsviscous flow calculations withinthethreshold offeasibility onmodern computers. Unfortunately, the averaging process resultsin additional termsandunknowns which requireaturbulence model forclosure ofthesystem ofequations. In thiswork a very simplealgebraic closure model, originallydeveloped by Baldwinand Lomax14,is used.Thismodel hasproved satisfactory for the calculation of attached andslightlyseparated wingflows15,andwith appropriate modificationshasbeensuccessfully appliedto vorticalflows16,17. Closure models based onthesolution oftransport equations fortheturbulent kineticenergy k and the dissipation rate e, or for a pair of equivalent quantities 18,19,20,21,22,23, will be implemented in our multi-block solver in the near future.
NUMERICAL METHOD

SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION
The discretization of the spatial operators is accomplished by using a cellcenter finite volume method. The flow domain is divided into a large number of small subdomains, and the integral form of the conservation laws
Here F is the flux appearing in equation (5) and dS is the directed surface element of the boundary/3 of the domain 7). To include the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations into the spatial discretization scheme it is necessary to approximate the velocity derivatives _ Ozj which constitute the stress tensor aij. These derivatives may be evaluated by applying
Gauss' formula to a control volume V with the boundary S:
where nj is the outward normal. For a hexahedral cell this gives
where _i is an estimate of the average of ui over the face, nj is the j -th component of the normal, and S is the face area.
TIME STEPPING SCHEME FOR STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS
If the space discretization procedure is implemented separately from the discretization in time, it leads to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations which can be written in the form 
where Q(w) is the convective part and D(w) the dissipative part. Denote the time level nAt by a superscript n. Then the multistage time stepping scheme is formulated as
where the superscript k denotes the k-th stage, am = 1, and where Wk-1 is the current value on grid k-1, and Tk,k-1 is a transfer operator.
Next it is necessary to transfer a residual forcing function such that the solution on grid k is driven by the residuals calculated on grid k-1. This can be accomplished by setting :
where Q k,k-1 is another transfer operator. Then Rk (Wk) is replaced by Rk (wk) + Pk in the time-stepping scheme: Thus, the multistage scheme is reformulated as _-
The result w (rn) then provides the initial data for grid k + 1. Finally, the accumulated correction on grid k has to be transferred back to grid k -1 with the aid of an interpolation operator Ik-l,k.
With properly optimized coefficients, multistage time-stepping schemes can be very efficient drivers of the multigrid process.
A W-cycle of the type illustrated in Figure 1 proves to be a particularly effective strategy for managing the work split between the meshes.
In a three-dimensional case the number of cells is reduced by a factor of eight on each coarser grid. On examination of the figure, it can therefore be seen that the work measured in units corresponding to a step on the fine grid is of the order of 1 + 2/8+4/64+... < 4/3, and consequently the very large effective time step of the complete cycle costs only slightly more than a single time step in the fine grid. Here Dt is a k th order accurate backward difference operator of the form
A MULTIGRID IMPLICIT SCHEME FOR UNSTEADY FLOW
Applied to the linear differential equation of the multi-stage scheme 4s. In the case of problems with moving boundaries the equations must be modified to allow for movement and deformation of the mesh.
DYNAMIC REMESHING AND MESH MOVEMENT
In an Eulerian reference frame both the aerodynamic shape design problem and the unsteady aeroelastic problem require a method by which the computational meshes may be efficiently and robustly regenerated.
Either problem may demand many hundreds of independent meshes on which the solution is to be calculated. 4. Thethree-stage scheme outlinedabove is thenusedon eachblockthat hasoneor moreexplicitlyor implicitlyperturbed faces to determine the adjusted interiorpoints. Notethat muchof the mesh, especially awayfromthe surfaces, will not requiremeshperturbations andthusmayremainfixedthroughout the entire unsteady analysis or design process. Close to the surfaces, manyblockswill eithercontainanactivefaceor toucha blockwhichcontains anactiveface, eitherby anedgeor by a corner.Asthe design variations affectthe active faces, the abovescheme ensures that the entiremeshwill remainattached alongblockboundaries. Addedcomplexity is needed to accomplish step(2) sincetheconnectivity ofthevarious edges andcorners mustbespecified somehow.Currently, pointers to andfroma setofmaster edges andmaster corners aredetermined asa preprocessing step.Duringthecalculation, themotionof anyedges andcorners aretransferred to thesemaster edges andcorners from whichall connected edges andcorners canbeupdated. The partitioning of the mesh is performed by allocating complete blocks to each processor. The underlying assumption is the fact that there will always be more blocks than processors available. This approach has the advantage that the number of multigrid levels that can be used in the parallel implementation of the code is always the same as in the serial version. Moreover, the number of processors in the calculation can now be any integer number, since no restrictions are imposed by the partitioning in any of the coordinate directions within each block.
The only drawback of this approach is the loss of the exact load balancing that can be achieved by partitioning single-block meshes along the three coordinate directions.
The various blocks in the calculation can have different sizes, and consequently, it is very likely that each processor will be assigned a different total number of cells in the calculation.
This, in turn, will imply that some of the processors will be waiting until the processor with the largest number of cells has completed its work and parallel performance will suffer. The approach that we have followed to solve the load balancing problem is to assign to each processor, in a pre-processing step, a certain number of blocks such that the total number of cells is as close as possible to the exact share for per- Alternatively, one can also avoid sending messages at the end of every stage in the Runge-Kutta time stepping. Past experience has shown 51 that these savings in communication cost are usually offset by a degradation in the conver-gence rateoftheoverall algorithm. Therefore, in thepresent implementation it wasdecided to allowmessage passing anytimetheflowvariables werealtered.
COMPUTATIONS OF STEADY AND TIME-DEPENDENT FLOWS
Theflexibilityandthe efficiency ofourmulti-block solver is demonstrated by the resultsincluded in thissection. Bothsteadyandunsteady flowproblems arepresented.
STEADY EULER AND RANS ANALYSIS
In the first test case the steady inviscid solution capability is demonstrated on a typical business jet configuration depicted in The second example of inviscid analysis is carried out for a supersonic transport configuration. This configuration will serve also as an inviscid design case.
Here a possible supersonic transport configuration was sized to accommodate 300 passengers with a gross take-off weight of 750,000 lbs. The supersonic cruise point is M = 2.2 with a CL of 0.105. As can be seen in Figure   4 , the planform has a break in the leading edge sweep. Figure 5 shows the iso-Cp solution at M = 0.82, Re = 1.45 million/ft and CL = 0.36. As will be shown later in the design studies, this condition is above the design point for the configuration both in terms of Mach number and CL. Figure 6 shows comparisons of the wing Cp distributionbetween this Navier-Stokes solutionandthoseobtained by the Eulercalculation presented in thefirst testcase at the same flightconditions (M anda). Note that the shock position has moved forward for the Navier-
Stokes calculations;
and though it is not presented here, this agrees well with experimental data. These results were obtained in 300 four-level multigrid cycles using 32 processors on an IBM SP2. The reduction in the average residual was 4.3 orders and the elapsed wall time was 3.25 hours. Aftermaking such a modification, thegradient canberecalculated andtheprocess repeated to followa pathofsteepest descent untila minimum is reached. In orderto avoidviolatingconstraints, suchasa minimumacceptable wing thickness, the gradient maybe projected into an allowable subspace within whichthe constraints aresatisfied. In this way,procedures canbe devised whichmustnecessarily converge at least to a local minimum.
TIME-RESOLVED HELICOPTER ROTOR
Rigid
Rotor-Navier-Stokes Hover
Theadjoint system is solved onthemulti-block domainin a fashion identicalto that usedfor theflowsolution.Thusliketheflowsolver, the adjoint solver usesan explicitmultistage Runge-Kutta-like algorithmaccelerated by residual smoothing andmultigrid. Inter-block communication is againhandledthrougha doublehalowhichallowsfor the full transferof information across boundaries except for the stencil of supportfor the implicit residual smoothing. In the testcases to be presented in the next section NPSOL 56, a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) optimization algorithm wasused to drivethe design process. References 9,10,11,12,57,58,59,5_ givecomplete treatmentsof the detailsof howthe adjointequations arederivedspecifically for the EulerandNavier-Stokes equations aswell asdetailsregarding howthe finalgradient termsareevaluated. Thereferences arealsouseful for an understanding of theoptionsthat areavailable in linkinganadjointmethodto various popular optimization algorithms. Finally,reference 60shows someof thepossible discretization schemes thatcanbeusedfortheadjointequations.
EXAMPLES OF DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
Numerical results will be presented for two classes of problems to demonstrate the versatility of our method. Reference 5s gives a treatment of the reliability of the flow solver as well as the ability of the adjoint method to provide accurate gradients very efficiently. The parallel speed-ups attained by the method have been demonstrated in reference 13, and are generally better than 90%.
Transonic Constrained Aircraft Design
As a first demonstration of the multi-block solver in the design mode, the transonic business jet configuration analyzed earlier is considered.
In this
Euler-based design case the initial multi-block mesh about the business jet wing, body, and nacelle has 72 blocks and 750,000 cells. Underlying geometry entities that are used to drive design changes include the wing with six defining stationsandthe fuselage. Theinitial configuration wasdesigned for M = 0.8 and CL = 0.3.
In the first design case (Test Case 1), a single-point constrained design is attempted in which the design Mach number is pushed from 0.80 to 0.82. The objective is to minimize configuration pressure drag at a fixed lift coefficient of 0.3 by modifying the wing shape. Eighteen Hicks-Henne design variables are chosen for five of the six defining sections for a total of 90 design variables.
(The section at the symmetry plane is not being modified.) Spar thickness constraints are also enforced at each defining station at x/c = 0.2 and x/c = 0.8.
Maximum
thickness is forced to be preserved at x/c = 0.4 for all six defining sections.
Each section is also constrained to have the thickness preserved at
x/c = 0.95 to ensure an adequate included angle at the trailing edge. A total of 30 linear geometric constraints are imposed on the configuration. Figure   10 shows overlays of the Cp distributions at four stations along the wing for the initial configuration and final design after 5 NPSOL iterations. It is seen that the flnal result has reached a near-shock-free condition over much of the It should be noted that the strong oblique shock evident near the leading edge of the upper surface on the initial configuration has been largely eliminated after 5 NPSOL design iterations. It is also seen that the upper surface pressure distribution in the vicinity of the nacelles has formed an unexpected pattern. These upper surface pressure patterns are conjectured to be the result of sculpting of the lower surface near the nacelles, which affects the upper surface shape through the thickness constraints.
For the lower surface, the leading edge has developed a suction region while the shocks and expansions around the nacelles have been somewhat reduced. Figure 12 shows the pres- . -......... -....... 
